Protein Explorer: easy yet powerful macromolecular visualization.
Protein Explorer (PE, http://www.proteinexplorer.org) enables students, educators and other nonspecialists to visualize macromolecular structures easily. It also offers several advanced capabilities useful to protein structure specialists. Great attention has been given to making PE easy to use. Explanations, color keys and troubleshooting information are displayed automatically. There are also 'Frequently Asked Questions', a one-hour 'Quick-Tour', an alphabetical 'Help/Index/Glossary', and a detailed 'Tutorial'; all making PE much easier to use than either Chime or RasMol. Moreover, it is much more powerful; in addition to basic macromolecular visualization capabilities common to most similar programs, it offers one-click visualization of interfaces between moieties ('contacts'), cation-pi interactions and salt bridges, as well as easy-to-use routines to visualize regions of conservation in three-dimensional protein structures based on multiple sequence alignments.